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This magisterial study proposes a revised and innovative view of the
political history of Renaissance Italy. Drawing on comparative
examples from across the peninsula and the kingdoms of Sicily,
Sardinia and Corsica, an international team of leading scholars
highlights the complexity and variety of the Italian world from
the fourteenth to the early sixteenth centuries, surveying the mosaic
of kingdoms, principalities, signorie and republics against a backdrop of
wider political themes common to all types of state in the period. The
authors address the contentious problem of the apparent weakness of
the Italian Renaissance political system. By repositioning the Renais-
sance as a political, rather than simply an artistic and cultural, phenom-
enon, they identify the period as a pivotal moment in the history of the
state, in which political languages, practices and tools, together with
political and governmental institutions, became vital to the evolution of
a modern European political identity.
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Note on translations and usage

Elizabeth Alpass (for Durham Translators Limited) translated the
chapters written by Fabrizio Titone and Andrea Zorzi; Lucinda Byatt
(Edinburgh) translated those by Alessandro Barbero and Marco
Bellabarba; Robert Elliott (Ferrara) translated those by Sandro Carocci,
Guido Castelnuovo, Francesco Senatore and Gian Maria Varanini;
FedericoM. Federici (forDurhamTranslators Limited) that by Francesco
Somaini; Theresa Federici (for Durham Translators Limited) translated
those by Federica Cengarle, Federico Del Tredici and Massimo Della
Misericordia; Amanda George (Florence) translated those by E. Igor
Mineo and Olivetta Schena; Susan Scott (Grosseto) translated that
by Franco Franceschi and Luca Molà; and Christine Shaw (Swansea)
translated those by Andrea Gamberini, Marco Gentile and Giorgio
Chittolini.

Other chapters were written in English or translated by the author.
To avoid ambiguity, we adopt the terms ‘signoria’ and ‘signorile’ to

refer to urban proto-princely regimes; the term ‘seigneurial’, in turn,
refers mainly to rural lordships. In line with the most common Italian
usage, in this book the term ‘modern age’ normally refers to the period
from the sixteenth to the eighteenth centuries.
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